Less content chaos.
More revenue growth.
Meet the Sales Content Management pillar
of the Seismic Enablement Cloud™.

Does this sound a little too familiar?
Content feels haphazardly created and not-so-strategically shared. You know there has to be a
better way for reps to create, organize, and personalize the resources, materials, and content they
need to close more deals.

Deliver the right content
at the right time

Don’t just take it from us…

Now, you can enable reps to find, personalize, and
share memorable content with buyers or clients in
a matter of seconds.
Pair personalization with control
Manage content all in one place and then
empower reps to customize it for each client
in seconds.
Accelerate deal cycles
Leave the days of searching for the content
you need behind and quickly find what you
need to move deals forward.

“In deals where Seismic content
was leveraged, there was a 35%
higher likelihood of that deal
closing against the deals where
Seismic was not leveraged.”
Brad Ansley
Director of Engagement Strategy, SalesLoft

Send content faster
Simplify mass content production and delivery
while maintaining compliance, all thanks to
powerful automation.
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A glimpse of how
you can manage
your content

Discover
Make finding the right sales collateral
delightfully simple for reps with in-app
search and in-context recommendations.

Customize
Ensure an always-current content library
and give reps as much (or as little) flexibility
for content customization as you want.

Govern
Simplify workflows to drive faster
content approvals and to govern
content distribution for internal
and external audiences.
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A powerful platform to grow with you
Your IT and procurement teammates will thank you later.

Scalable

Extensible

Intelligent

We meet the requirements
of the world’s largest
enterprises, but we’re
intuitive and nimble enough
for small teams, too.

We work cohesively with the
tech your business depends
on every day — and have
extensive APIs so devs can
roll their own solutions.

We empower teams with
intelligence that drives databacked behavior and better
business outcomes.
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Ready to see revenue soar
in your sales org with the
Seismic Enablement Cloud?
Learn more at Seismic.com
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